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The effects of oxygen adsorption on the reflectance anisotropy spectrumsRASd of reconstructed Sis100d :O
surfaces at submonolayer coveragesfirst stages of oxidationd have been studied by anab initio density-
functional theory local-density approximation scheme within a plane-wave, norm-conserving pseudopotential
approach. Dangling bonds and the main features of the characteristic RAS of the clean Sis100d surface are
mostly preserved after oxidation of 50% of the surface dimers, with some visible changes: a small redshift of
the first peak, and the appearance of a distinct spectral structure at about 1.5 eV. The electronic transitions
involved in the latter have been analyzed through state-by-state and layer-by-layer decompositions of the RAS.
We suggest that the interplay between present theoretical results and reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy
experiments could lead to further clarification of structural and kinetic details of the Sis100d oxidation process
in the submonolayer range.
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INTRODUCTION

The developments in the capability to monitor and to con-
trol oxidation of the silicons100d surface at an atomic-scale
resolution are a very important issue in semiconductor de-
vice technology. In fact, high-quality gate insulators thinner
than 2 nm are today required, due to the continuous down-
scaling of the metal-oxide-semiconductor devicesssee, e.g.,
Ref. 1d.

In the last two decades the adsorption of oxygen on sili-
con surfaces has been extensively studied, from both experi-
mental and theoretical points of view. In particular, the ef-
fects induced by oxidation on the optical properties of the
silicon surfaces have been thoroughly studied since the
mid-1980s.2,3 It has been known since then that O2 adsorp-
tion is dissociative, and that preferred final adsorption sites
for O atoms are Si-Si bond-bridge positions. More recently,
it has been shown that in the case of Sis100d the most favor-
able adsorption sites for O are the dimer bridge and the back-
bond site of the down atom of the surface dimer.4,5 The latter
site is slightly favored over the former when insertion of a
single O atom is considered. When two oxygen atoms origi-
nated by the dissociation of an O2 molecule are present, then
the most favorable configuration that can be reached in a
barrierless or almost barrierless reactionsi.e., with oxygen
present only on surface sitesd is that with one oxygen in-
serted into the down atom backbond, and the other inserted
into the dimer bond.6,7 It is in fact known that, during the
first stages of oxidation, O2 adsorption and O migration to

the dimer backbonds proceed as barrierlesssor almost barri-
erlessd reactions, as demonstrated by both experimental8 and
theoretical works.9,10 Configurations with oxygen moving
deeper into the second and/or third layer have been theoreti-
cally predicted,11 but require the overcoming of a non-
negligible energy barrier and are not considered here. Further
Sis100d oxidation has been shown to proceed in a layer-by-
layer manner, giving rise to an oscillatory effect in the sur-
face anisotropy, which has been detected byin situ reflec-
tance anisotropy spectroscopy measurements.12,13 The
phenomenon of the growth of a SiO2 layer over the Sis100d
surface, and the related problem of the properties of the Si
-SiO2 interface, have received most of the attention, and sev-
eral calculations of structural and electronic properties of the
interface are available.14,15 However, what happens in the
very first stages of oxidationfbelow 1 monolayersML d cov-
erageg is still poorly known: oxidation of the second layer
starts soon,16 and recent experimental works13,17do not focus
on the formation of the first layer, which is completed in a
very short timesless than 1 sd at the experimentally used O2
partial pressures.42 Since reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy
is a very sensitive technique, which in the case of the clean
Sis100d surface is able to detect small structural details,18,19

and—in contrast with other characterization techniques
based on electrons—can be usedin situ to monitor the pro-
cess under manufacturing conditions, we suggest, with the
present work, a possible application of reflectance anisotropy
spectroscopysRASd to shed light on the structural and ki-
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netic details of the Sis100d oxidation process in the sub-
monolayer range.

Our aim is to study in a detailed and quantitative way the
changes in the RAS features induced by very low concentra-
tions of chemisorbed oxygen on the Sis100d surface. To this
end, a layer-resolved analysis of the most relevant low-
energy spectral features will be presented.

I. THEORY

The RAS is defined as the difference between the normal-
ized reflectivities measured at normal incidence, for two or-
thogonal polarizations of light. Throughout this paper, the
surface is perpendicular to thex axis, and thez direction is
perpendicular to the Si-Si dimers of the reconstructed
Sis100d surface. The RAS is hence measured, as a function
of the photon energy, assDRy/Rd−sDRz/Rd, whereR is the
sisotropicd Fresnel reflectivity. Describing the surface within
a repeated slab geometry, one can expressDRi /Rsi =y,zd for
normally incident light as20

DRi

R
=

4v

c
Im

4paii
hssvd

ebsvd − 1
, s1d

wherei is the polarization direction,aii
hssvd are the diagonal

terms of the half-slab polarizability tensor, andebsvd is the
complex bulk dielectric function.

If the slab has a center of inversion or a mirror plane
parallel to the surfacesx→−x symmetry, in our cased, the
imaginary part of aii

hssvd can be written, in the single-
quasiparticle approximation, as

Imf4paii
hssvdg =

4p2e2

v2A
o
kW

o
v,c

uVvkW,ckW
i u2dsEckW − EvkW − "vd,

s2d

whereVvkW,ckW
i are the matrix elements of the velocity operator

between occupiedsvd and emptyscd slab eigenstates at the
point kW in the surface Brillouin zone.21 A is the slab surface
area, whileEckW and EvkW are conduction and valence energy
eigenvalues, taken as representative of quasiparticle energies.
Neglecting the pseudopotential nonlocality,22 the velocity
operator can be replaced by the momentum operator divided
by the electronic mass, whose matrix elementsPvkW,ckW

i are easy
to evaluate in the plane-wave basis. If the slab has two iden-
tical surfaces,aii

hs is simply obtained by dividing by 2 the
polarizability of the full slab. There are many cases, how-
ever, where one needs to single out the contributions coming
from an individual half of the slab, or from regions situated
at different depths below the surface. This problem has been
recently discussed by some of us23 and by others,24,25 and
can be solved by introducing a real-space cutoff in the defi-
nition of the matrix elements.

This method proved itself very useful for separating sur-
face contributions from bulk and subsurface ones in optical
spectra, and has already been applied to the case of the clean
Sis100d reconstructed surface.23 In the real-space cutoff

scheme, modified matrix elementsP̃vkW,ckW
i are needed, which

incorporate a functionusxd switching from 1 inside the se-

lected region to zero outside the selected region.P̃vkW,ckW
i are

defined as

P̃vkW,ckW
i = − i"E d3rW CvkW

* srWdusxd
]

] r i
CckWsrWd. s3d

The imaginary part of the polarizability is hence given by23

Imfaii
cutg =

2pe2

m2v2A
o
kW

o
v,c

fPvkW,ckW
i g * P̃vkW,ckW

i
dsEckW − EvkW − "vd,

s4d

where bothP̃vkW,ckW
i andPvkW,ckW

i sthe standard momentum matrix
element, calculated without the cutoff functiond appear.

Working in the reciprocal space, the evaluation ofP̃vkW,ckW
i re-

quires a double sum over the reciprocal lattice vectorshGW j, in
contrast to the single sum which yieldsPvkW,ckW

i .23,43

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Electronic wave functions and eigenvalues are obtained
within the local-density approximationsLDA d to density-
functional theory26,27 sDFTd using a plane-waves basis set.
The exchange-correlation energy is evaluated according to
the Ceperley and Alder results28 as parametrized by Perdew
and Zunger.29 The ion-electron interaction is represented by
norm-conserving pseudopotentials. Special attention was de-
voted to the generation of a good norm-conserving pseudo-
potential for oxygen, in order to achieve a high transferabil-
ity without requiring too many plane waves for convergence.
With this aim, we adopted the Hamann scheme,30 and opti-
mized the core radii in order to find the best compromise
between the basis set convergence and transferability. The
latter was checked not only against logarithmic derivatives,
but also by performing explicit atomic calculations in several
excited configurations. More extensive pseudopotential tests
have been performed on three small moleculessSiO,
H2SiO, Si2Od and on thea-quartz crystalline phase of silica,
in order to check the convergence of their structural and
electronic properties with respect to the basis setsnumber of
plane wavesd. As a result, the theoretical length of the Si-O
bond is found to convergeswithin 1%d already at a 30 Ry
cutoff for all three molecules. The theoretical values of 1.51
Å sSiOd and 1.52 ÅsH2SiOd compare well with the experi-
mental onesf1.51 Å sRef. 31d and 1.515 ÅsRef. 32d, respec-
tivelyg. Concerninga-quartz, the calculated lattice constant
at 30 Ry is 4.87 Å, to be compared with the experimental
value of 4.916 Å.33

The Sis100d surface was simulated by a repeated slab of
12 silicon layers and four layers of vacuum. The surface unit
cell has been chosen as as232d one, for computational con-
venience, in order to be able to consider both thes231d and
ps232d reconstructions within the same cell. First, the clean
surface structure has been determined by a full structural
optimization skeeping only the central four Si layers as
fixedd, using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno minimi-
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zation algorithm as implemented in theABINIT code34 until
the residual forces acting on each atom are less than
0.01 eV/Å. The resulting structure wasps232d recon-
structed in agreement with previous results,35 with a dimer
buckling of 0.79 Å. The ground state of thecs432d recon-
struction, requiring a different surface unit cell, has also been
considered for comparison.

From the structural point of view, the difference between
cs432d andps232d is very tiny: in both cases one has rows
of buckled Si dimers, and the bucklingfin contrast with the
s231d reconstructiong alternatesalong those rows. The only
difference betweencs432d and ps232d consists in the
buckling alternationin the direction perpendicular to the
rows.

Considering that, as shown in Ref. 36, the dimer-dimer
interaction is much larger along the rows than between adja-
cent rows, very small energetic and spectral differences be-
tweencs432d andps232d are to be expected. In fact, from
the theoretical point of view, the stabilities of theps232d
and cs432d reconstructions are essentially identical.35 Re-
cently,ab initio calculations have shown that it is possible to
induce the formation ofps232d domains by electric fields or
charge injection.37

Experimentally, the coexistence ofps232d and cs432d
domains at very low temperature is supported by recent low-
temperature noncontact atomic force microscopy data, which
show that almost 12% of the ordered Sis100d surface is
ps232d reconstructed.38 Hence, theps232d cell can be
taken as a realistic model of the clean Sis100d surface.

Two O atoms were then adsorbed on each of the two slab
surfaces sin order to preserve the inversion symmetryd,
which corresponds to a 0.5 ML oxidation. Based on previous
ab initio calculations of oxygen adsorption on the Sis100d
surface,6,7 we have chosen the most stable configuration that
can be reached in a barrierless or almost barrierless dissocia-
tion of the molecule: one O atom is in bridge position on a
surface Si-Si dimer, and the second O atom is also in bridge
position on a nearest Si-Si backbond. Many previous theo-
retical results4,5,9have shown thatsid the preferred adsorption
site of an isolated O atom is a Si-Si backbond;sii d the back-
bond of the “down atom” of the dimer is strongly preferred
over the “up atom” backbondsto the point that if adsorption
occurs on the backbond of the up atom, this is sufficient to
induce locally the reversing of the bucklingd; siii d when an
O2 molecule adsorbs, it dissociates leaving10 one oxygen
atom in the Si-Si surface dimer bond, and the remaining
atom in the down atom backbond. We consider hence the
configuration denoted byshd in Ref. 7. The same structure is
also consideredsdenoted by “A”d in Fig. 1sad of Ref. 11.
This structure has been selected among the several other total
energy minima for two oxygen atoms on Sis100d, because it
can be immediately reached after O2 dissociationsunlike
structures “D” and “E” of Ref. 11d and can efficiently model
the effects of ”breaking” one of the surface Si-Si dimers.

III. RESULTS

After oxygen adsorption on the dimer and backbond
bridge sitessFig. 1d, and a new full structural relaxation, one

of the surface Si-Si dimers is brokenssee Table I: the dimer
length after oxidation becomes 3.06 Åd. Concerning the
length of the oxidized Si backbond, we obtain 2.53 Å after O
adsorption, to be compared with the 2.60 Å reported in Ref.
4. The structural relaxation remains limited to the immediate
neighbors of the O atom, since subsurface layersssecond and
third silicon layersd are not affected appreciably. The buck-
ling of the nonoxidized dimer, which is expected to be sta-
bilized by O adsorption,5 increases only very slightly, pass-
ing from 0.79 to 0.81 Å.

To compute optical spectra, the ground state calculation
must be followed by a calculation of band-structure energies
and wave functions over a dense mesh in the irreducible
wedge of the Brillouin zone, for both occupied and empty
states. With this aim, we calculated Kohn-Sham eigenvectors
and eigenvalues using the Arnoldi algorithm,39 for all states
up to 12 eV above the highest occupied statesi.e., about 250
empty states above the 108 filled onesd in eachkW point.

Figure 2 shows the computed band structure, near the
Fermi level, for both the clean and the oxidized surfaces,
along theGKJG path in the irreducible wedge of the surface
Brillouin zone. For the clean surface, results are in excellent
agreement with previousab initio DFT-LDA calculations35

on the Sis100d-ps232d surface. We note the strong disper-
sion alongGK and KJ for the surface bands arising from the
dangling bonds which formp sbondingd and p* santibond-

FIG. 1. Top view of the slab after structural optimization, for the
clean sleftd and oxidizedsrightd Sis100d-ps232d surfaces. Thex
axis is perpendicular to the surface, and Si-Si surface dimers are
oriented along they axis.

TABLE I. Structural changessSi-Si buckling anglea and dimer
lengthdd at theps232d-reconstructed Sis100d surface, subsequent
to 0.5 ML oxidation. Subscript 1 corresponds to the dimer that
undergoes oxidation, while subscript 2 to the dimer that remains
clean. In parentheses, variations in % with respect to the clean
surface. The buckling angles in the case of the clean surface are the
averages of two slightly different angles for the two dimerssRef.
35d.

Surface a1 s°d d1 sÅd a2 s°d d2 sÅd

Clean 19.2 2.33 19.2 2.33

Oxidized 11 3.06 20.27 2.34

s−43%d s+31%d s+6%d s0.4%d
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ingd states. This large dispersion is associated with a non-
negligible interaction between adjacent silicon dimers in the
direction perpendicular to the dimer axis36,40 fthis is the di-
rection along which theps232d and cs432d surfaces are
identicalg.

After oxidation, the direct gap atG increases from 0.2 to
0.4 eV. However, surface states are still localized on dangling
bondssDBsd, as can be seen from a plotsnot shownd of their
charge densities. Even the oxidized dimers show distinct
filled and empty DB-like surface states. The band dispersion
in the direction perpendicular to dimers becomes smaller,
which can be explained by a weakening of the interaction
between adjacent dimerssin our case, an oxidized and a non-
oxidized oned, as a consequence of oxidation. Oxidation also
lifts the initial degeneracy of surface bands at the K corner of
the surface Brillouin zone.

Optical spectra have been computed according to Eq.s4d,
using increasingly large sets ofkW points sup to 162d. The
following Monkhorst-Pack41 kW-point meshes were considered
in the upper half of thes232d surface Brillouin zone: 5
35, 737, 939, 11311, and 1839. In the energy win-
dow 0–3.5 eV, the 939 mesh is sufficient to achieve con-
vergence, superimposing a small Gaussian broadenings75
meVd to the calculated spectrum. Similarly, in the range be-
tween 6 and 12 eV, the 11311 mesh is sufficient, with the
same small broadening. The intermediate energy window,
between 3.5 and 6 eV, is the most slowly convergent one.

Indeed, a fully converged RAS in this region can only be
obtained by increasing the broadening up to 250 meV, with
the largestkW-point sets useds11311 and 1839d. These re-
sults are summarized in Fig. 3. In panelsbd, the lowest-
exposure experimental data from Ref. 12 are also reported
for comparison.

Comparing the RAS of the oxidized and clean surfaces up
to 1.8 eV two differences come into evidence:sid after oxy-
gen adsorption, there is a redshift by 0.2 eV of the main
transition peak of the clean surface, andsii d an additional
structure appears between 1.4 and 1.75 eVssee Fig. 4d. How-
ever, the overall RAS line shape does not undergo qualitative
changes. In the inset we also plot the RAS of the clean
Sis100d-cs432d reconstruction, which below 1.6 eV is prac-
tically identical to that ofps232d.44

In order to clarify the origin and nature of oxygen-
induced modifications, we have performed a layer-by-layer
analysis of the RAS according to Eqs.s3d and s4d, applying
the real-space cutoff method described in Ref. 23. This al-
lows one to quantify the contributions to the RAS originating
in the different surface and subsurface regions. We divided
our slab into five slices: the first foursstarting from the

FIG. 2. Surface band structure for Sis100d-ps232d, clean sad
and 0.5 ML oxidizedsbd. Bold dots are used for states that are
spatially localized at the surfacefintegral of uCnkWsrWdu2 over the two
topmost layers larger than 0.5g. The Fermi level has been taken in
the middle of the surface band gap.

FIG. 3. RAS of the 0.5 ML oxidized Sis100d-ps232d, and its
convergence with respect to the Brillouin zone sampling.sad: spec-
tra calculated with the 939 and 1839 grids scontinuous and
dashed lines, respectivelyd, using a Gaussian broadening of 75 meV.
sbd: spectra calculated with the 11311 and 1839 gridsscontinuous
and dashed lines, respectivelyd, using a Gaussian broadening of 250
meV. In the same panel, the lowest-exposure available experimental
data from Ref. 12 are reported for comparison: however, the experi-
mental exposure levels<60 s at 10−2 Pad is nominally much higher
than that yielding a submonolayer coverage. Notice that, to facili-
tate comparison, in this panel the theoretical spectra have been
blueshifted by 0.5 eV to correct for the LDA errorsscissor
operatord.
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middle of the slabd containing only silicon atoms, and the
last one including surface dimers, oxygen atoms, and the
subsurface Si atoms bonded to the surface dimers, as shown
in Fig. 5. For the last slice, the cutoff region extends up to a
distance of about 1 Å above the surface. The resulting spec-
tra are displayed in Fig. 6: as expected, the reflectance an-
isotropy signal coming from slices 1 and 2 is almost zero up
to 3.0 eVsi.e., in the whole region below the bulk Si direct
gapd, coherently with the fact that they are bulk representa-
tive. The presence of the surface starts to be felt in the third
slice, where the two main negative RAS peaks, characteristic
of the clean surface, start to appearsat about 1 and 3 eV,
respectivelyd. Slice 4 gives a contribution very similar to
slice 3, with a larger strength of the 1.0 eV peak. The latter
peak is also strongly present in the topmost slice contribu-

tion, together with the 3 eV one. An analysis of the localiza-
tion of electronic states involved in the strongest dipole-
allowed transitions for the 1.0 eV peak show almost no
contributions from electronic states involving O atoms. In-
deed, the states that originate this peak are valence states
corresponding mainly to dangling bonds localized on the up-
per Si atom of the oxidized dimer, and conduction states
corresponding mainly topx-like orbitals of the lower silicon
atom of the nonoxidized dimer. However, besides the two
main peaks at 1 and 3 eV, the topmost slice also contributes
with an additional structure, located at about 1.5 eV, which
does not appear in slice 3 and slice 4 contributions. Empty
states involved in the transitions responsible for this feature
are in fact found to be strongly localized on the lower Si
atom of the Si-O-Si bridgesbroken dimerd, and on the O
atoms themselvessp-like orbitalsd, so this feature represents
a sort of oxygen signature.

In order to obtain deeper insight into the electronic states
involved in the main spectral structures, we have singled out,
from the whole summation appearing in Eq.s4d, the contri-
butions that give the largest oscillator strength and the largest
anisotropy, restricted to well-defined energy windows cen-
tered on the main low-energy peaks of the imaginary part of
the slab polarizability tensor. To this end, we have selected
three energy windows, labeled withA, B, and C sFig. 7d,
based on the plot of the imaginary part of the half-slab po-
larizability for light polarization perpendicularszd and paral-
lel syd to the silicon dimers. In each region, the contributions
coming from eachkW point and band pairsvcd have been
sorted on the basis of two criteria: the value of the squared
modulusuPvkW,ckW

z u2, and the value of the anisotropy calculated

as suPvkW,ckW
z u2− uPvkW,ckW

y u2d / suPvkW,ckW
z u2+ uPvkW,ckW

y u2d. As a result, only
the uppermost four valence statesslabeled 105–108d and the

FIG. 4. Effects of the 0.5 ML oxidation on the RAS of
Sis100d-ps232d: clean surfacesdotted lined versus oxidized one
sfull lined. In the inset, the low-energy region is expanded. Besides
the oxidized surfacesfull lined and the clean Sis100d-ps232d sdot-
ted lined, we also compare the RAS of the clean Sis100d-cs432d
reconstructionsdashed lined. A Gaussian broadening of 75 meV has
been used.

FIG. 5. Side view of the slab, and the slicing used for the layer-
by-layer spectral decomposition performed according to the method
of Ref. 23. Left: view axis perpendicular to surface dimers. Right:
view axis parallel to surface dimers. Darker spheres are used for
oxygen, gray ones represent silicon atoms. The oxidized region is
fully enclosed in slice 5.

FIG. 6. Results of the layer-by-layer spectral decomposition,
according to the slicing displayed in Fig. 5. The spectral feature at
about 1.5 eV, recognized as an oxygen signaturessee textd, comes
from the topmost slice only. In contrast, the main peaks at about 1
and 3 eV also include contributions from subsurface statessslices 3
and 4d.
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lowest four conduction statesslabeled 109–112d are found to
be the main ones responsible for the strongest optical transi-
tions, with 107→109 and 108→109 contributing to peakA
sf0.8,0.9geVd, and 107+108→110+111 contributing to peak
B sf1.0,1.15g eVd, while peakC sf1.40,1.75g eVd is due to the
transitions 106→111 and 105→112, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

This result is confirmed by the comparison of the full
RAS with a spectrum computed including only this set of
four valence and four conduction statessi.e., based on just 16
out of 27 216v-c transitionsd: in the energy window between
0 and 1.8 eV all main features of the RAS are reproduced,
apart from small difference in intensitiessFig. 8d.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the very first stage of oxi-
dation of Sis100d-ps232d, at a coverage of 0.5 ML, showing
that oxidation of one of the two Si-Si dimers of theps2
32d unit cell does not change dramatically the RAS shape,
despite the breaking of the dimer and the large flattening of
the lowest conduction band, which reflects the weakening of
the dimer-dimer interaction along the direction perpendicular
to the dimer axis. In particular, the negative peak at 3.7 eV
does not disappearssee Ref. 42d. However, oxidation of one
dimer gives rise to distinguishable effects on the RAS in the

lowest-energy regions0 to 1.8 eVd, which can be understood
in terms of transitions between the four highest valence
bands and the four lowest conduction bands of the slab, lo-
calized essentially on dangling bonds of silicon atoms, be-
longing to both types of dimerssoxidized and nonoxidizedd.
These effects are essentially summarized by a redshift of
about 0.2 eV of the first RAS negative peak, disappearance
of the small structures below 1.0 eV, typical of the clean
surface, and appearance of an additional structure at 1.5 eV,
which can be seen as an ”oxygen signature.” The latter can
be clearly separated from extra artificial oscillations induced
by the discreteness of the Brillouin zone sampling, when a
sufficiently large number ofkW points is used. The shift of the
first negative peak is strongly linked to the structural surface
relaxation which follows oxygen adsorption, and becomes
larger if the relaxation is not complete. A layer-by-layer
analysis of the RAS shows that the 1.5 eV structure is ex-
tremely surface localizedstopmost 2.64 Åd, while the origin
of the two main negative peaks also extends somewhat to the
subsurface regionstopmost 5.42 Åd. We predict that the ap-
pearance of this feature should be detectable in reflectance
anisotropy spectroscopy experiments on Sis100d in the sub-
monolayer range. Our theoretical predictions could be ex-
perimentally assessed by reducing the oxygen exposure to a
value of the order of 1–10 L, to be compared with the
,103 L of presently available exprimental data.
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FIG. 7. Contributions of selected slab states
involved in the strongest optical transitions for
Sis100d-ps232d :O, below 1.7 eV. Three energy
windows, corresponding to the main spectral fea-
tures in the imaginary part of the half-slab polar-
izability tensor Imfaii

hsg, are studied:A sf0.8,0.9g
eVd, B sf1.0,1.15g eVd, and C sf1.40,1.75g eVd.
The full and dotted lines correspond to light po-
larization along thez and y directions, respec-
tively. On the left, we represent schematically the
slab states, below and above the Fermi level, and
their originated transitions which carry the largest
oscillator strength, and anisotropy, in regions
A, B, andC.

FIG. 8. Contributions of the eight surface states singled out in
Fig. 7 to the Sis100d-ps232d :O RAS. Dotted line: only 4+4 bands
included in the summations of Eq.s4d; dashed line: full calculation
with 108+250 bands.
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